Master of Engineering Management Program

EIGHT WAYS TO STAY ENGAGED WITH MEMP

1. **Speak at Seminar**
   You remember the great presenters during your seminar class in MEMP – now be the speaker! Leading a new project? Reflecting on all the things you have put into practice since leaving Duke? Now it's time to share what you have learned with the next group of students.

2. **Think of MEMP When Hiring**
   If you know of internships or full-time positions with your company, or have an idea to create an experiential opportunity for a student, we encourage you to contact the MEMP External Relations team. Connect MEMP staff and students with HR contacts, whether at your company or another. Share your connections by introducing the MEMP team to others who may be interested in connecting MEMP talent.

3. **Join the LinkedIn Duke MEMP Alumni Group**
   Connect with our MEMP alumni in the alumni-only subgroup of our popular Duke Master of Engineering Management group. Receive postings for alumni-only positions, discuss the latest technology news, or find out what your classmates have been up to since graduation.

4. **Organize a Happy Hour/Networking Event**
   Volunteer to organize a local event with fellow MEMP alumni in your area. These can be as formal or casual as you would like. The MEMP staff can help you locate other alumni and can even suggest a few local venues! When you’re ready to advertise, utilize our quarterly alumni update or our LinkedIn groups.

5. **Network with Current Students**
   Let the team know you’re interested in being contacted by current students for informational interviewing purposes. Students interested in your particular field, career path, or research area would be given your contact information in hopes of gaining valuable information and insight.

6. **Come Back to Campus**
   Duke University has a variety of events, speakers, and programs for alumni and the greater community. If you ever find yourself in Durham, come on by!

7. **Recommend a Future Student**
   If you have a colleague thinking of returning to graduate school while continuing in their career, recommend they explore our growing d-MEMP option. Contact our admissions teams for more details and how to make a referral.

8. **Read our Quarterly Alumni Update**
   Find out the latest news from the program in our quarterly email sent to your email address of record. Each publication showcases what MEMP alumni are doing now, what is happening in the program, as well as any upcoming national events.

CONTACT: mempalumni@duke.edu

Visit: http://memp.pratt.duke.edu/alumni